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Basis Setting and Objectives

 Many supervised learning methods fit some black-box function 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 to 
represent and predict the response Y as a function of the predictors X
= [X1, X2, . . ., Xd]T using data 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 , 𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,1, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,2, . . . , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑑𝑑 : 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑛𝑛
– E.g., 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 ≅ 𝐸𝐸 𝑌𝑌|𝐗𝐗 = 𝐱𝐱 (regression) or 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 ≅ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑌𝑌 ∈ Class|𝐗𝐗 = 𝐱𝐱 (classification)
– Unlike linear/logistic regression, 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 has no simple parametric form that you 

inspect to help understand how the response depends on the individual predictors 
– This is true for large trees, random forests, neural networks, support vector 

machines, nearest neighbors, kernel-regression methods, etc. 

 Goal: For generic black-box fitted supervised learning model 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 , 
develop some suitably "averaged" version of 𝑓𝑓 𝐗𝐗 to plot vs. each of 
X1, X2, . . ., Xd (and pairs of predictors) to help visualize:
– Which predictor variables have the biggest effect on the response, and
– What is the nature of their effect (positive, negative, monotonic, nonlinear, 

interactions, etc)



Preview: Bike Sharing Data Example

 Hourly bike-sharing rental counts over two year period (2011, 2012) 
from the Capital Bikeshare system, Washington D.C.

 17,393 rows, each row represents one hour
 Response is total number of bike rentals in that hour
 11 predictors:

– 8 numerical:  month of year (x2 = 1-12, 1 = Jan), hour of day (x3 = 0-23, 0 = 
midnight), day of week (x5 = 0-6, 0 = Sunday), weather situation (x7 = 1-4, larger is 
worse weather), temp (x8, in degrees C), atemp (x9, feeling temperature), humidity 
(x10), windspeed (x11)

– 3 categorical: year (x1 = 0 (2011) or 1 (2012)), holiday (x4 = 0 (Yes) or 1 (No)), 
work day (x6 = 0 (weekend or holiday) or 1 (weekday, not holiday)), . 

 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 is a neural network fit using the nnet package in R with one 
hidden layer, 10 hidden layer nodes, logistic output activation function, 
decay parameter = 0.05 (tuned via 3-fold CV with 𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 0.90)



ALE Main Effect Plots for Some 
Predictors

The main effect plots 
all make sense:
 Rush hour peaks
 Peak in late summer and 

early fall
 Decline in demand as 

weather situation 
worsens and/or wind 
speed increases



Interaction Between Hour and 
Weather Situation



Why Is This Important and Why Is It 
Challenging?

 We obviously care about visualization and measuring variable 
importance if the purpose of the analysis is explanatory. Why do we 
care if the purpose is predictive?
– Transparency
– Regulatory environments . . .
– If the effect of a predictor violates intuition, then either your model is unreliable or 

you have discovered something interesting
– Understanding the effects may suggest a better model structure

 Why is this challenging?
– To understand the "main effect" of 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 on 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 we must do some form of averaging 

across values of the other predictors 𝐱𝐱\𝑗𝑗 ≡ 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 \𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
– Averaging can be problematic when the predictors are correlated, which is 

almost always the case with big observational data sets
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Existing Methods for Visualizing 
Black-box Models

 The two most common approaches for visualizing the main effects of 
individual predictors are partial dependence (PD) plots (Friedman, 
1999 – gbm paper) and marginal (M) plots
– M plots are not useful with correlated 𝐗𝐗, because they conflate the effects 

– PD plots do not conflate, but require unreliable extrapolation with correlated 𝐗𝐗

 Conditioning plots (Chambers, 1992; Cleveland, 1993), conditional 
response plots (Cook, 1995), and individual conditional expectation 
(ICE) plots (Goldstein, et al., 2014):
– Plots of 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ,𝐱𝐱\𝑗𝑗 vs. 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 for a collection of discrete values of 𝐱𝐱\𝑗𝑗

– Can be cluttered and are not the best tool for visualizing main effects of predictors, 
and also subject to the same extrapolation problem as PD plots

 Functional ANOVA decompositions (Sobol, 1993) for dependent 𝐗𝐗
(Hooker, 2007; Stone, 1994) have nice theoretical properties but are 
horribly computationally expensive



Definition and Illustration of PD Plots 
and M Plots (for d = 2)

PD plot x1 effect and estimator
𝑓𝑓1,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1,𝑋𝑋2

≡ ∫𝑝𝑝2 𝑥𝑥2 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥2 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2

𝑓𝑓1,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 1
𝑛𝑛
∑𝑖𝑖=1𝑛𝑛 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,2

M plot x1 effect and estimator
𝑓𝑓1,𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1,𝑋𝑋2 |𝑋𝑋1 = 𝑥𝑥1

≡ ∫𝑝𝑝2|1 𝑥𝑥2|𝑥𝑥1 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥2 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2

𝑓𝑓1,𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 1
𝑛𝑛 𝑥𝑥1

∑𝑖𝑖∈𝑁𝑁 𝑥𝑥1 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,2
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Main Idea Behind ALE Plots (for d = 2)

 Compare to:
– 𝑓𝑓1,𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1,𝑋𝑋2 |𝑋𝑋1 = 𝑥𝑥1
– 𝑓𝑓1,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ 𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1,𝑋𝑋2

 No extrapolation (like M plots) but 
also no omitted variable bias (like 
PD plots)
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ALE plot X1 effect and estimator

𝑓𝑓1,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ ∫
𝑧𝑧≤𝑥𝑥1

𝐸𝐸 𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2
𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋1

|𝑋𝑋1 = 𝑧𝑧 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧

≡ ∫
𝑧𝑧≤𝑥𝑥1

∫ 𝑝𝑝2|1 𝑥𝑥2|𝑧𝑧 𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1,𝑥𝑥2
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧

𝑓𝑓1,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥1 ≡ finite difference sample version



General ALE Main Effect Definition

 For differentiable 𝑓𝑓, the ALE main effect for each predictor 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 is:

𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ≡ ∫𝑧𝑧≤𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝐸𝐸
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗,𝐗𝐗\𝑗𝑗

𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗
|𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 = 𝑧𝑧 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 − 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

 For general (perhaps nondifferentiable) 𝑓𝑓, we replace derivatives with 
limit of finite differences in 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , but 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 is the same

 For either differentiable or nondifferentiable 𝑓𝑓, the estimator is the same:
– Partition the 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 sample range into 𝐾𝐾 bins

– Replace the derivative by the finite difference across bins

– Replace the expectation by the sample average within bins

– Replace the integral by a summation



Illustration of 𝒇𝒇𝟏𝟏,𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝒙𝒙𝟏𝟏 Estimator (for 
d = 2)

The range of 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,1: 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑛𝑛 is 
partitioned into 𝐾𝐾 intervals
𝑁𝑁1 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘−1,1, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘,1 : 𝑘𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝐾𝐾 .

For the interval 𝑁𝑁1 4 (for example) the 
finite differences 𝑓𝑓 𝑧𝑧4,1, 𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖,\1 − 𝑓𝑓 𝑧𝑧3,1, 𝐱𝐱𝑖𝑖,\1
across the horizontal line segments are 
averaged over the 𝑛𝑛1 4 = 5 observations 
in this interval.

The estimator 𝑓𝑓1,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥1 at any 𝑥𝑥1 is the 
sum of these averaged differences up to 
the interval that contains 𝑥𝑥1: 

∑𝑘𝑘=1
𝑘𝑘1 𝑥𝑥1 1

𝑛𝑛1 𝑘𝑘 ∑
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,1∈𝑁𝑁1 𝑘𝑘 𝑓𝑓 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,2 − 𝑓𝑓 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘−1, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,2

 

Illustration of how 𝑓𝑓1,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥1 is 
computed for 𝐾𝐾 = 5 and 𝑛𝑛 = 30



General ALE Second-Order 
Interaction Effect Definition

 For differentiable 𝑓𝑓, the ALE second-order interaction effect for each pair 
𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 ,𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙 is:

𝑓𝑓 𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 ,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 ≡ ∫𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗≤𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ∫𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙≤𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝐸
𝜕𝜕2𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗,𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙,𝐗𝐗\ 𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙

𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙
|𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 = 𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗 ,𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙 = 𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗

− its main effects and a constant

 The estimator follows the same logic as the main effect estimator:
– Partition the 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 ,𝑋𝑋𝑙𝑙 sample space into a grid of 𝐾𝐾2 rectangular cells

– Replace the second derivative by the second order finite difference cells

– Replace the expectation by the sample average within cells

– Replace the double integral by a double summation



Illustration of ALE Second-Order 
Interaction Estimator

The ranges of 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗: 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑛𝑛 and 
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑙𝑙: 𝑖𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛𝑛 are each partitioned 

into 5 intervals, and their Cartesian 
product forms the grid of rectangles 
𝑁𝑁 𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 , 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 = 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗−1,𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗 ×

𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗−1,𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗,𝑗𝑗 : 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 5; 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 =
1, 2, . . . , 5. 

The second-order finite differences are 
taken across the corners of the rectangle 
and then averaged over the 𝐱𝐱\ 𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙
observations in that rectangle.

The estimator 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 ,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 at any 
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 is the double sum of these 

averaged differences up to the rectangle 
that contains 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙

 

Illustration of how 𝑓𝑓 𝑗𝑗,𝑙𝑙 ,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 is 
computed for 𝐾𝐾 = 5
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Toy Example: When PD and M Plots 
Fail But ALE Plots Succeed

 The data are 𝑛𝑛 = 200 observations of 𝑌𝑌 = 𝑋𝑋1 + 𝑋𝑋22 (no observation 
error) with correlated 𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2 distributed as before. A 100-node tree 
𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥1, 𝑥𝑥2 was fit to the data, the first eight splits of which are:
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ALE vs. PD vs. M plot Results

 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (blue line with bullets), 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (red dotted line), 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (black 
dashed line), and the true main effect of 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 (black solid line) for (a) 𝑗𝑗 = 1 and 
a true linear effect for 𝑥𝑥1, and (b) 𝑗𝑗 = 2 and a true quadratic effect for 𝑥𝑥2. 

 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 is much more accurate than either 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 or 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
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Same Example, but for 50 Replicates  
and 𝒇𝒇 𝒙𝒙𝟏𝟏,𝒙𝒙𝟐𝟐 a Neural Network

 𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2 follow the 
same distribution

 The response is now 
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑋𝑋1 + 𝑋𝑋22 + 𝜀𝜀 with 
𝜀𝜀~𝑁𝑁 0, 0.12

 The neural networks 
fit very well, with 
cross-validation 𝑃𝑃2
between 0.965 and 
0.975 for all replicates

 PD plots (right panels) 
are terrible, whereas 
ALE plots (left panels) 
are quite accurate 
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Return to Bike Sharing Data Example

 The main effects and interactions shown earlier all made sense

 There were some other interesting aspects of this example:
– For feeling temp (x9), the ALE and PD plots are very different

– The computational expense was orders of magnitude lower for ALE plots

– ALE plots also have related variable importance measures (VIMs) for both 
total importance and main effect importance for each predictor



A Difference Between ALE and PD 
Plots for Feeling Temp (𝒙𝒙𝟗𝟗)

 The ALE plot seems to make more sense than the PD plot

 In addition, the computational expense is much better:
– < 1 seconds for each ALE main effect and interaction plot (K = 500)
– ~ 25 seconds for each PD main effect plots (K = 500)
– ~ 8 minutes for each PD interaction plot (K = 100)



Preview:  VIMs for Bike Sharing 
Example

In order of 𝑽𝑽𝑻𝑻,𝒋𝒋:
x3: hour
x6:  workday
x1:  year
x8:  temp
x2:  month
x9:  feeling temp
x10: humidity
x7:  weather sit
x4:  holiday
x5:  weekday
x11: windspeed



Investigating the Workday (𝑥𝑥6) 
Interactions

Because workday (𝑥𝑥6) has large total effect (𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇,6 is second highest) but small 
main effect (𝑉𝑉1,6 is the smallest), we know that it has strong interactions with one 
or more predictors

The strongest  interactions are with hour (𝑥𝑥3) and temp (𝑥𝑥8):
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Wrong Way and Right Way to Interpret 
ALE Plots

 Wrong way: 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 is how we expect the 
response to vary if we could hypothetically fix 𝐗𝐗\𝑗𝑗
and vary 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 across its entire range

 With correlated predictors, this is wrong even for 
an additive model 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 = ∑𝑗𝑗=1𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , because 
we cannot extrapolate 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 for 𝐱𝐱 far outside the 
data envelope

 Right way: The local effects of 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 represent the 
average change in 𝑓𝑓 𝐗𝐗 as 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 varies across a 
small bin. This requires no extrapolation since 
the averaging is w.r.t. 𝐗𝐗\𝑗𝑗|𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛

 The local effect accumulation in ALE plots can be 
viewed as a nice way of piecing together the 
local effects to more easily visualize the global 
effect of 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗
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Local effects for 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗2

Accumulated 
local effects for 
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗2



Additive Recovery Property

ALE plot manner of accumulating the local effects returns correct representations 
of the effects of the predictors in the following “additive recovery” sense: 

 Main effect recovery: If 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 = ∑𝑗𝑗=1𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , then each 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 = 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 +
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐

 2nd order interaction recovery: If 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 = ∑𝑗𝑗=1𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 +
∑𝑗𝑗=1𝑑𝑑 ∑𝑘𝑘=𝑗𝑗+1𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 , then each 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 = 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 + ℎ𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 +
ℎ𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘

 More general non-nested interaction recovery: Any main or interaction 
effect can be recovered as long as there are no higher-order interactions that 
involve ALL of the same variables. For example:

– 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 can be recovered as long as there are no interactions that involves 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗
– 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ,𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 can be recovered as long as there are no 3rd-or-higher-order interactions 

that involves BOTH 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 and 𝑋𝑋𝑘𝑘



ALE Higher-Order Effect  Definition

 For 𝐽𝐽 = 𝑗𝑗1, 𝑗𝑗2, . . . , 𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽| ⊂ 1, 2 . . . ,𝑑𝑑 , the ALE |𝐽𝐽|-order interaction effect for 
𝐗𝐗𝐽𝐽 = 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗1 ,𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗2 , . . . ,𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽| is:

𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 ≡ ∫𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗1≤𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗1
. . . ∫𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽|≤𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽|

𝐸𝐸
𝜕𝜕|𝐽𝐽|𝑓𝑓 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗1 ,𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗2 ,...,𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽|,𝐗𝐗\𝐽𝐽

𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗1𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗2 ...𝜕𝜕𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽|
|𝐗𝐗𝐽𝐽 = 𝐳𝐳𝐽𝐽 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗1 . . .𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗|𝐽𝐽|

Then subtract from 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 all of its 𝐽𝐽 − 1 -order interaction effects
Then from that, subtract all of its 𝐽𝐽 − 2 -order interaction effects

⋮
Finally, from that, subtract its zero-order effect (i.e., subtract its average) to 
give 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽

 The estimator 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 is the sample version of the preceding



Comparison in Terms of What Is 
Being Estimated and How?

 M plots: Not clear what is estimated with correlated predictors, since 
no additive recovery property (because of omitted variable bias) 

 ALE plots, PD plots, and functional ANOVA decompositions of 
𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 = ∑𝐽𝐽⊆ 1,…,𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 for independent (Sobol, 1993) and dependent 
(Hooker, 2007; Stone, 1994) 𝐗𝐗:
– All try to estimate the same thing (sort of), in the sense that they have the 

same additive recovery property
– They differ in how they estimate the functions (enormous computational 

and reliability advantages for ALE plots) and in how they subtract lower-
order functions to "zero" the 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 :  

Hooker's ANOVA 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐗𝐗𝐽𝐽 are zeroed so that 𝐸𝐸 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐗𝐗𝐽𝐽 |𝐗𝐗\𝑗𝑗 = 𝐱𝐱\𝑗𝑗 = 0 for all 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝐽
and for all 𝐱𝐱\𝑗𝑗

ALEplot 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 are zeroed to have all lower-order ALE effects that are zero



Computational Expense Comparison

 Computational expense for estimating 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 for one subset 𝐽𝐽 ⊆
1, … ,𝑑𝑑 over a 𝐾𝐾|𝐽𝐽| grid in the 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽-space: 
– M plot: 𝑛𝑛 evaluations of 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱
– ALE plot: 2 𝐽𝐽 × 𝑛𝑛 evaluations of 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱
– PD plot: 𝐾𝐾 𝐽𝐽 × 𝑛𝑛 evaluations of 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱
– Functional ANOVA for dependent 𝐗𝐗:  Much worse – must choose your 

favorite surrogate basis functions for the entire set of 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 : 𝐽𝐽 of interest
and simultaneously fit them all to 𝑓𝑓 𝐱𝐱 while enforcing the hierarchical 
orthogonality constraints

 ALE vs PD plots with 𝐾𝐾 = 100:  ALE plots need
– × 50 fewer evaluations for main effects
– × 2500 fewer evaluations for second-order interactions



Consistency of ALE Function 
Estimators

 Straightforward but tedious to show various consistency results for the 
ALE function estimators 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 , as both 𝐾𝐾 and 𝑛𝑛 grow (and some 
other innocuous conditions hold):

– 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 converges almost surely (as 𝑛𝑛 → ∞) to something within 𝜖𝜖 of 
𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 , where 𝜖𝜖 can be made arbitrarily small (as 𝐾𝐾 → ∞) 

– There exists a sample size sequence 𝑛𝑛𝐾𝐾:𝐾𝐾 = 1,2, … such that as 𝐾𝐾 →
∞, 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 → 𝑓𝑓𝐽𝐽,𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐱𝐱𝐽𝐽 both in probability and in mean



Conclusions

 ALE plots and VIMs are an useful tool for understanding main and 
interaction effects and quantifying variable importance

 They have major advantages over the primary existing competitors 
(PD plots and functional ANOVA):
– More reliable than PD plots with correlated predictors (avoids 

extrapolating the supervised learning model to regions with no data)
– Much lower computational expense than PD plots
– Much, much, much lower computational expense than functional ANOVA

 They have some nice “theoretical” properties:
– Additive recovery (ALEplot functions are the “correct” functions)
– Estimator consistency
– Higher-order ALE effects and ANOVA-like functional decomposition

 Our ALEPlot R package on CRAN will do ALE plots but not VIMs yet
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